Robert G. Heath, M.D.
401 Fan Palm Court NE
St. Petersburg, FL 33703

James Prescott PhD
2636 Grand Ave. apt 310
San Diego, CA. 92109

12-22-98

Dear Dr. Prescott,

I hereby offer you permission to utilize, i.e. to reprint, republish or make reference to any/all of my published articles concerning the role of the cerebellum in behavior. This includes my studies with the isolation raised monkeys that you provided for me — and the subsequent processes we developed for treating intratabley ill patients.

I also give you permission to place my manuscript entitled “The Exploring Mind-Brain Relationship” published in place on the internet at
A later date (to be determined) if you still consider it to be of scientific value.

Sincerely,

Robert G. Heath, M.D.

* In consultation with me if I'm alive; otherwise according to your best judgment.